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WHAT WILL HAPPEN ON PENTECOST SUNDAY..  
 

May 30, 2017 

 

St. Basil makes an excellent analogy of the Holy Spirit and the Sun.  All creatures are under the 

power of the sun, and get the Sun as much as they're exposed to it. Plants become saggy when 

there is a disconnect with the Sun.  Humans lack essential nutrients when there is a disconnect 

with the Sun.  Thus, vitamin supplements and cinnamon are highly on demand as many persons 

stay indoors often. 

Humans become saggy and weakened when essential nutrients provided by the Sun are 

lacking.   

 

Now our souls need the nutrition of the Sun to be vigorous.  When and where you see a 

weakened CHURCH or saggy Christian, the soul is malnourished of the Sun.  Unfortunately 

there may be no supplements to receiving Him than what I'm about to say now. 

 

The HOLY SPIRIT is the power of every Christian,  Acts 1:8 - "WHEN THE HOLY SPIRIT 

COMES YOU WILL BE FILLED WITH POWER" He is the heat of the Sun.  And thus 

signified by the Sun. 

 

My point! 

Remember that you get as much from the Sun to the extent you're exposed to it. Many are 

currently on the beaches and ocean shores  with open bodies under the open Sun as to be 

tanned, I wish them  happy summer camping .   

 

On the other hand, 

you get spiritually potent  and alive as much as you are exposed to the HOLY SPIRIT.  Few are 

currently in the Churches or their homes with open hearts as to be filled with the outpouring of 

the Holy Spirit. As many take advantage of the sunny day to be tanned.  Seek the LORD when 

He can be found, says the Sacred Scripture. PENTECOST is the great day of the Sunshine of 

the Holy Spirit.  

 

Please hear this... 

 

The HOLY SPIRIT is watching from above.  He knows all who are preparing,  He sees persons 

waiting in silence,  He sees persons who are keeping vigils for His coming... He will not 

disappoint. You will bear witness that He does not truly disappoint. 

 

 

Fr. Ignatius Mary 


